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The Circle of Care

Identity of Self (through Journaling) 

Identity of Self in Reciprocity 

Identity of Self in Community (through
Poetry)
 

Flow of this Session



Normalizing & valuing    
self-care

Self-care actions as the
relationship to the self 

Practicing, honouring, &
giving space, for yourself,
& THEN for others 

The Circle of Care



Identity of Self
           

     through Journaling 













gain ease of expression

gain clarity

release emotions

learn a new way of thinking

self-exploration 
(Mercer et al, 2010)

Why journal? 



Activity 1: 
Time to journal, 
& reflect

How did you get here today? Think
about your morning, and everything
you had to do to get here.

Was there anything that
might have prevented you
from getting here this
morning?  



"[...] individuals co-regulate each other’s physiology, which
means that the quality of a person’s relationships and social
interactions shapes their development and health, both of the
body and of the brain."

"close relationships are associated with 
- hormone co-regulation
- implications for cognition
- sleep quality"

What happens when we share our stories?  

Immordino-Yang et al, 2018



Identity of Self
           

     in Reciprocity 



Would you ever share 
your journal with someone? 



“I would argue that building that
relationship through shared reflection
is reciprocal, as it allowed me to
work through our shared
[experiences] and immerse myself in
the lives of my students, resulting in
the betterment of my own.” 

(Haq, 2017)



"Acted as a friend that I could share with without being judged"

"Was a moment to revisit, organize, and calm my thoughts and feelings"

"Was a nice outlet and a way to connect with you"

"Became my space to reflect on something other than the PCS" 

After my 401/2 semester, 
my student teachers reported that journaling...  



“there is a reciprocity
between you, [...], 

the holder is as vital
as the braider” 

(Kimmerer, 2013) 



Activity 2: 
Time to journal,
reflect & reciprocate

Today I feel...

I am grateful for...



Identity of Self
           

     in Community 



"...that land's my home. That
land's my deepest wish, my
wildest dream, the only prayer
and the only temple i'm ever
gonna need."

-Richard Wagamese, Starlight

Hornby Island 



What gifts does nature give you? 



Activity 3: 
Writing Poetry of Place: 
Where You are From Matters

What is your special place?



What do you remember?
Jot down a couple of ideas for each
of the 5 senses

Be specific
How would you describe this to
someone who has never has never
been to your place? 



Pour your thoughts onto paper

No judgement

Keep your pen moving

Freewriting Rules



Highlight your "Wow, that's good" lines

Whip Around / Voice Collage

Debrief: What resonated? What could you see, hear, feel?

Create a collaborative poem

Framework for our 
Collaborative Place-based Poem 

Writer's mumble + re-read 

Donate a line for our collaborative poem 





How can journalling
and collaborating

through writing
create reciprocity

and care?





Thank you for your
openness this morning,
your participation &
your trust. 


